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Abstract 
This paper presents a general first-order kinematic 
model of frictionless rigid-body contact for use in hy- 
brid force/motion control. It is formulated in an in- 
variant manner by treating motion and force vectors as 
members of two separate but dual vector spaces. These 
more general kinematics allow us to model tasks that 
cannot be described using the Raibert-Craig model; 
a single Cartesian frame in which directions are either 
force- or motion-controlled is not sufficient. The model 
can be integrated with the object and manipulator dy- 
namics in order to model both the kinematics and dy- 
namics of contact. These equations of motion can be 
used to design force and motion controllers in the ap- 
propriate subspaces. To guarantee decoupling between 
the controllers, it is possible to apply projection matri- 
ces to the controller outputs that depend solely on the 
kinematic model of contact, not a dynamic one. Ex- 
perimental results show a manipulation that involves 
controlling the force in two separate face-vertex con- 
tacts while performing motion. These multi-contact 
compliant motions often occur as part of an assem- 
bly and cannot be described using the Raibert-Craig 
model. 

1 Introduction 
The modern concept of hybrid control, as described 
in the work of Raibert and Craig [12], has attracted a 
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great deal of interest over the years. In addition to the 
various improvements, extensions and practical.imple- 
mentations that have been proposed, two theoretical 
errors in the original formulation have received atten- 
tion: the non-invariant formulation of the original con- 
tact model [3, 91 and the phenomenon of kinematic 
instability caused by an incorrect filtering of error sig- 
nals into force and motion components [l, 61. Another 
problem with the Raibert-Craig model, which appears 
to have been neglected, is that it lacks sufficient gener- 
ality to describe an arbitrary state of contact between 
two rigid bodies. Other published models vary on this 
point: some suffer the same problem (e .g .  [4]) while 
others are completely general (e .g .  [2, 7, 13, 141). 

This paper is organized as follows. First, we show 
that the Raibert-Craig model is not general and give 
two examples of contacts that it cannot handle. Then, 
after a brief review of dual vector systems, we describe 
the new model. This model can describe any (non- 
singular) state of frictionless contact between two rigid 
bodies. Force and motion filtering is accomplished by 
projection matrices that are invariant with respect to 
choice of units and coordinate systems; and it can be 
shown that these matrices are kinematically stable, al- 
though this subject is not discussed in this paper. 

The next section combines the kinematic model with 
the dynamics of the manipulator and environment. 
It presents an analysis of the equations of motion of 
a manipulator in contact using the projection matri- 
ces derived earlier. It is possible to guarantee that 
a force/motion controller exhibits dynamically decou- 
pled behavior ( i e . ,  the actual contact force and accel- 
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eration depend only on the outputs of the respective 
force and motion controller) using projection matrices 
that depend solely on the kinematic model of contact. 

To validate the theory, we present experimental re- 
sults showing a robot performing a compliant motion 
task that cannot be described by the Raibert-Craig 
model. The task involves controlling the contact force 
between the manipulated object and the environment 
in two face-vertex contacts, while executing a motion. 

2 Generality of Contact Models 
for Force/Motion Control 

A state of contact between a robot’s end effector and 
its environment defines a constraint surface in the 
robot’s operational space. At any given instant, this 
surface defines two vector spaces: a space of tangent 
vectors containing all permissible motions (velocities, 
infinitesimal displacements, or accelerations after com- 
pensation for velocity-product effects), and a space 
of normal vectors containing all permissible contact 
forces. A mathematical model of contact must include 
a means of describing these two spaces. 

The contact model used by Raibert and Craig was 
based on the theoretical work of Mason [lo], and con- 
sists of a Cartesian coordinate frame, called the con- 
straint frame, and a compliance selection matrix. This 
model is characterized by six geometric parameters, 
giving the position and orientation of the constraint 
frame, and six binary parameters to select motion or 
force control in each direction. Unfortunately, any con- 
tact model that  uses only six geometric parameters is 
lacking in generality. 

Figure 1: A general two-point contact with skew, non- 
intersecting contact normals. 

Figures 1 and 2 show examples of contact states that 
cannot be described by the Raibert-Craig model. For 
example, in figure 1 it is not possible to find a location 

for the constraint frame such that the space spanned 
by the two contact normals along forces f,l and f,Z 
equals a space spanned by two constraint-frame direc- 
tions. 

....... 

Figure 2: A cone with two motion freedoms: rotation 
about its axis (tl)  and translation along the groove’s 
axis ( t z ) .  The two axes are neither parallel nor per- 
pendicular. 

3 A General First-order Model 
of Contact 

The basic idea of dual vector spaces is that  we have 
two separate vector spaces, one containing force-type 
vectors, and the other containing motion-type vectors. 
We shall call them F6 and M6. The scalar product 
defined between them is called the reciprocal product; 
it is the work done by a force-type vector acting on a 
motion-type vector. 

A Cartesian coordinate frame defines two separate 

abstract vectors f E F6 and t~ E M6 are represented by 
the column matrices f and v in these bases. The basis 
vectors must satisfy the reciprocity condition 

bases: { fi  . . . f6} for F6 and {mi . .  . m 6 }  for M6. The 

1 W  i f i = j  
0 otherwise ’ f i e  mj = 

where W is the appropriate unit of work. This con- 
dition enforces consistency of units and ensures that 
the scalar product f . v can be expressed as fTv. By 
convention, the two bases comprise three unit forces, 
three unit couples, three unit linear motions and three 
unit angular motions. 

A general state of contact between two rigid bodies 
defines a constraint surface in their relative configura- 
tion space. At any given instant, this surface defines 
two vector spaces: an r-dimensional space of contact 
normal vectors N C FG and a (g-r)-dimensional space 
of tangent vectors T E M6, where r is the degree of 
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motion constraint. These spaces can be modeled by 
means of a 6 x r matrix N and a 6 x (6 - r )  matrix T 
such that 

N = range(N), T = range(T). 

The columns of N are any r linearly independent force 
vectors in N, and the columns of T are any 6 - r 
linearly independent motion vectors in T .  There is 
no need for any of these vectors to be normalized or 
orthogonal in any sense. 

One of the basic properties of a contact constraint 
is that a constraint force does no work against an 
infinitesimal displacement that is consistent with the 
constraint. In other words, the scalar product of any 
member of N with any member of T is zero. This 
property can be expressed as N I T or, in terms of 
matrices, 

N ~ T  = 0 .  

In many situations, a suitable value for N, T or both 
can be obtained by inspection. For the contact shown 
in Figure 1, a suitable value for N is N = [f,l f ,~ ] ;  and 
for the contact shown in Figure 2, a suitable value for 
T is T = [tl t2]. 

4 The Projection Matrices 
Let us introduce two more spaces, N‘ and T‘, and their 
matrix representations N’ and T’, satisfying 

N @ N’ = F6, T @ T ’  = M6, 

where @ means direct sum. N’ can be any (6  - r)-  
dimensional force subspace with no non-zero element 
in common with N, and T’ can be any r-dimensional 
motion subspace with no non-zero element in common 
with T .  It is important to recognize that N’ and T’ 
are not defined by the contact. 

Each possible value of N‘ defines a unique decompo- 
sition of a general force vector into components in N 
and N’.  Similarly, each possible value of T’ defines a 
unique decomposition of a general motion vector into 
components in T and T’. Thus, given f E F6 and 
v E M6, we have 

where ~ 1 ,  a 2 ,  p1 and p2 are all uniquely determined. 
We are now in a position to define the projection 

matrices, O f  and fit, which split a force vector f into 
its components f1 = Off E N and f2 = fiff E N‘, 
and the motion projection matrices am and om that 

act similarly on v. These projections are not uniquely 
defined by N and T ,  but also depend on N‘ and T‘. 
After a little algebraic manipulation, the results are 

of 1 N’ (TTN’)-l TT = 1 - O f ,  (3) 

(4) fiTn = T ’ ( N ~ T ’ ) - ~  N~ = 1 - am. 
Equations 3 and 4 express every possible invariant 

projection matrix that is consistent with the given con- 
tact constraint. Without loss of generality, it is possi- 
ble to represent N’ and T‘ in the form 

N’ = A T  = range(AT), T’ = B N  = range(BN), 

where A and B are positive-definite 6 x 6 matrices 
representing linear mappings from M6 to F6 and F6 t o  
M6 respectively. Using this representation, all possible 
projection matrices for a given contact constraint can 
be expressed as 

Of(A) = N(NTA-lN)-’NTA-l (5) 
f i i f ( ~ )  = A T  ( T ~  AT)-’ T~ (6 )  
Om(B)  = T (TT B-l T)-l TT B-’ (7) 

(8) Qm(B) = B N (NT B N)-’ NT 

Some useful relationships are independent of the 
choice of A or B: 

5 Combining the Contact 
Model with Dynamics 

The basic operational-space equation of motion for the 
object and the manipulator(s) [8] is 

Ao(x) a + P ~ ( x ,  8) + PO(X) + f, = f (13) 

where x is a vector of operational-space coordinates, 
6,8 E M6 are end-effector velocity and acceleration 
vectors, A0 is the operational-space inertia matrix, 
po, PO E F6 are vectors of velocity-product and gravi- 
tational terms, f, E F6 is the contact force applied by 
the robot to the environment, and f E F6 is the force 
command to the robot. We model the environment by 
the equation of motion 

a, = ‘P, f, 4- be. (14) 
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a, is the environment's acceleration, is its inverse 
inertia (a positive semidefinite matrix), and be is its 
bias acceleration (the acceleration it would have in the 
absence of a contact force) [5]. Eq. 14 models any 
environment that accepts an arbitrary applied force. 
A fixed, stationary environment can be modeled with 
9, = 0 ,  be = 0.  

The contact imposes constraints on the relative ac- 
celeration between the end effector and environment, 
and on the contact force: 

&' = Tb, (15) 

fc = N a ,  (16) 
where b and a are unknown acceleration and force 
vectors, and 4' is the relative acceleration with the 
velocity-product terms removed: 

. I  19 =&-a, -+P.  

Combining Eqs. 13-15 and rearranging gives 

= (T*ATel T)-' TT &el A,' f', (17) 

where 

f' e f -PO - A o ( T P + b e ) ,  

and 
A 

Aye1 = (A;' + @ e ) - ' .  

Are* is the relative inertia between the manipulator 
and the environment-the tensor that relates contact 
force to relative acceleration. Note that if 9, = 0 then 
Are, = A,. Substituting Eqs. 17 and 18 back into 
Eqs. 15 and 16 gives (the factor Arel A,' disappears 
if 9, = 0 )  

&' = AY: fij(Arei) (Are[ A;' f' 

fC = a f ( A T e l )  (ATel  f') ' 

The applied force has been split into 
ponents by means of the projections sl f  
fi f(Arel) ,  with one component responsible 
nipulator's relative acceleration and the other respon- 
sible for the contact force. Although there are an infi- 
nite number of force decompositions that are compat- 
ible with the kinematics of a contact constraint (given 
by Eqs. 5-8), there is only one that models the dy- 
namic behavior correctly. 

Now let us consider the effect of controlling the ma- 
nipulator via the following dynamic control structure 

. I  

f' = n o  6comm + AO fccomm, (21) 

. I  
with 29comm the commanded relative acceleration and 
fccomm the commanded contact forces. This results in 
the equations of motion 

If the command inputs are filtered by any pair of 
motion and force projection matrices, so that 19,~,, = 
am(B) 6, and fcComm = Of(A) fc,, where 19% and f,, 
are the unfiltered command signals, then Eqs. 22 and 
23 simplify to  

. I  

. I  . I  

&I = am(B) a:, (24) 

fc = f?f(A) fc,. (25) 

(See Eqs. 9-12.) These equations are decoupled in the 
sense that the relative acceleration depends only on 
the filtered output of the motion controller, and the 
contact force depends only on the filtered output of 
the force controller. 

6 Experimental Application of 
the model 

The model can be used in several ways to build 
force/motion controllers that can deal with contact 
tasks that go beyond the Raibert-Craig model. 

Fig. 3 shows the experimental platform: a dual-arm 
robotic workcell, consisting of two SCARA-type ma- 
nipulators and an overhead vision system which tracks 
the positions of the arms and the objects that they 
are in contact with. Both arms cooperatively grasp a 
metal rod (approximately 60 cm long). Hinges in the 
grippers allow the bar to rotate with respect to the 
end effectors. Each individual arm has four actuated 
degrees of freedom; both arms together can move the 
rod in five degrees of freedom. The two end-points of 
the rod are in contact with the environment, following 
the configuration of Fig. 1. 

A joint-level controller uses joint torque sensors t o  
compensate for (exaggerated) joint-flexibility and the 
fact that the actuators are not ideal torque sources 
[ll]. The dynamics of the two arms and the manipu- 
lated object are combined in the operational space and 
are of the form of Eq. 13, where Ao = A01 + noT +A,,, 
is the total inertia of the two arms and the manipu- 
lated object, f is the total torque from both arms, and 
fc = fcl + fc2 is the total effect of the two contacts. 

Figure 4 shows the global architecture of the 
force/motion controller. In this implementation, the 
contact model is represented by a 6 x 2 matrix N. It 
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Figure 3: The dual-arm robotic workcell and the two- 
contact task 

Figure 4: Decoupled Architecture for Force/Motion 
Control 

is continuously updated as the arms and/or objects 
move. 

Fig. 5 shows the basic force control structure. The 
measured forces are first filtered through the projec- 
tion matrix f2f(Ao0) which depends on the inertia Ao, 
of the manipulated object. It is necessary to remove 
the forces that are caused by accelerations of the ma- 
nipulated object in the tangential space T, because 
the 6-dof force-sensors sit between the arm end-points 
and the grippers holding the manipulated object. 

Figure 5: Force Control in the N space 

The filtered force is projected onto the two- 
dimensional space of contact normal magnitudes by 
an arbitrary generalized inverse of N. The contact 
force controller compares the measured contact forces, 
ameaS, with the vector of desired contact force mag- 
nitudes, a d ,  and computes a command vector that 
is designed to reduce the difference between the two. 
Finally, the command vector is combined with the de- 

sired force vector (used as a feed-forward term), and 
the result is transformed back to operational space by 
multiplying by N. From Eq. 22, it is clear that this 
controller will not disturb the control of motions. 

The experiment of Fig. 6 shows that the reciprocity 
condition holds when the contact constraints are re- 
spected. The top part of the plot is the total instan- 
taneous power 6T fk,,,, which includes the power re- 
sulting from object motion. The bottom plot is the 
power dT (nf(A0,) fke,,,,) delivered by the forces pro- 
jected in the contact space. In theory, fiTf2f(A) 
should be exactly zero for any admissible A. 

Figure 6:  Power with and without projection while 
contacts are maintained 

Figure 7 shows how the reciprocity condition is vi- 
olated when the constraints are not respected. Every 
peak corresponds to a collision between the rod and 
the environment. 

Figure 7: Power with and without projection when 
contacts are not maintained 

Figure 8 shows the desired and measured contact 
forces fcl and f , Z .  These forces are controlled in the 
two-dimensional space N (described by matrix N), 
which can simply not be described by the Raibert- 
Craig model. 
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Figure 8: Multi Contact Force Control 

7 Conclusion 

This paper extends the Raibert-Craig model to a more 
general framework in which any contact state between 
the manipulated object and the environment can be 
described (to first order). This kinematic model can 
be combined with the dynamics of the arm and the 
manipulated object. This approach makes it possible 
to model and control force/motion tasks that include 
multiple points of contact and cannot be tackled with 
the Raibert-Craig model. The experimental results 
show how the reciprocity condition holds for the pro- 
jected values of the measured contact forces while the 
state of contact is maintained, and how the model can 
be used to  control forces in multiple points of contact 
between the robot and the environment. 
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